
ٛߨ Representation theory of the general linear groups after Riche and Williamson

तۀͷ֓ཁ This will be a survey of a recent monumental work by Simon Riche and
Geordie Williamson [RW] on the representation theory of reductive algebraic groups
over a field k of positive characteristic p. By the limitation of the lecture’s capacity
we will focus only on Parts 1 and 2 of [RW] dealing with the general linear groups.

So let G = GLn(k). We consider only algebraic representations over k, called rational
representations in Jantzen’s book [J], of G. It is interesting not only in its own right
but also for applications in the representation theory of the symmetric group Sn.

A central problem in the representation theory of G has been the determination of
the irreducible characters of G. In the late 70’s Lusztig formulated a conjecture for
the irreducible characters of G in terms of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials associated
to the affineؠງ-Hecke algebra of G. It was long believed to be true for p ≥ 2n−3 or
even for p > n until very recently Williamson had come up with counterexamples; it
was proved by Andersen, Jantzen and Soegel for indefinitely large p resorting to the
solution by Kazhdan and Lusztig of the corresponding conjecture for the quantum
algebra at a p-th root of unity, which in turn relied on the solution byദݪ and୩࡚of
the corresponding conjecture for the affine Lie algebra, see, e.g., [J08]. Subsequently,
Fiebig gave an explit huge bound for p above which the conjecture holds.

The present work [RW] reformulates Lusztig’s conjecture for character formulae for
the indecomposable tilting modules in the principal block, a subcategory of all the
representations of G, and replacing Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials by p-Kazhdan-
Lusztig polynomials, p-KL polynomials for short, and proves the formulae for p > n.
The p-KL polynomials are associated to a diagrammatic category D introduced by
Elias and Williamson, on which Ѩ෦ߦل lectured last year. Their proof is given by
defining an action of D on the principal block of G in terms of wall-crossing transla-
tion functors, and then establishing the correspondence of the indecomposable tilting
modules in the principal block and the indecomposable objects in the antispherical
quotient of D. The action is a categorification of an action of the associated affine
Lie algebra over C on the complexification of the Grothendieck group of the prin-
cipal block. In order to change the base fields from C to k, 2-categorification of
the action by Khovanov and Lauda, Rouquier is exploited. Finally, the irreducible
characters are deduced from the characters of the indecomposable tilting modules
for p ≥ 2(n− 1). The last bound is now improved by Sobaje to p > n.

Prerequisites: Basic results on the representation theory of G were covered byѨ෦’s
lectures last year. For lots of category theory used in the work I found [தԬ] very
helpful. I will make a set of the class notes on the subject delivered during the last
semester at Osaka City Univ. available.
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